
    

    

YEAR 4 

CURRICULUM LEAFLET 

DISCOVER—AUTUMN 2 

Anglo-Saxons 

and Scots  

READING/ POETRY 

Reading: 

Children will begin to read The Humans by 

Jonny Marx and Charlie Davis in Destina-

tion Reader. We will be learning the key 

reading strategies. The children will also 

develop their fluency skills to increase their 

speed and accuracy of what they read. 

Poetry: 

Children will begin to recite  

the following poems:  

All That Is Gold  

Does Not Glitter  

by J.R.R.Tolkien  

WRITING 
Using the text Winter’s Child by Angela McAllis-
ter and Grahame Baker Smith, children will ex-
plore the theme of the story, making predictions 
about what might happen if you are not careful 
what you wish for. Children continue to explore 
the language of the text, particularly identifying 
noun phrases and prepositional phrases and how 
they are used to create images.  
 
Using the text Varmints by Helen Ward and Marc 
Craste children will explore the settings and 
themes, write a retelling of the story and share 
their thoughts and opinions about the story. The 
same text is then used to draw out the process 
and lifecycle of growing plants.  

MATHS 
Review Prior Learning: 

• Securely Recall multiplication and divi-
sion facts for multiplication tables up – 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6,8, 10.  

• Interpret/ present data using bar charts, 

pictograms and tables.  

• Solve one-step questions using infor-
mation presented in bar charts, picto-
grams and tables  

New Learning:  

• Multiplication and division Discrete and 

continuous data  

RE/ PSHE 
RE: What is it like to be a Christian?  

We will be answering the question What is 

it like to be a Christian?  

PSHE: Family and relationships  

Learning that families are varied and differ-

ences must be respected; understanding 

physical and emotional boundaries in 

friendships; exploring: the roles of bully, 

victim and bystander; how behaviour 

affects others; manners in different situa-

tions and learning about bereavement.  

PE/ SPANISH 
In Year 4, we will have weekly swimming 

lessons.  

4EY: Monday 

4HB: Wednesday 

Our First Kicks sports coaches will be teach-

ing PE every Tuesday. The children will be 

developing their Tag Rugby skills.  

 

Spanish: It’s my Birthday! 

Learners will use the new language to un-

derstand and create invitations, follow 

classroom instructions, understand songs, 

stories and video about birthdays and other 

celebrations.  

COMPUTING/MUSIC 

Computing: Further coding with Scratch  

We will explore what ‘blocks’ do, using the app 

‘ScratchJr’, by carrying out an informative cycle 

of predict > test > review, programme a familiar 

story and an animation of an animal, make their 

own musical instrument by creating buttons and 

recording sounds and follow an algorithm to 

record a joke! 

 

 

Music: Guitar 2 

Year 4: students will continue their work on 

samba using sound shape percussion instru-

ments.  

ART/ DT 
Art : Art and Design Skills   

Children will learn and develop their skills in: 

design, drawing, craft, painting and art apprecia-

tion; creating an optical illusion print, replicating 

a plate in the famous willow pattern, carving 

sculptures out of soap, drawing a collection of 

still life objects, painting and mixing colours like 

Paul Cézanne and learning about the role of a 

‘curator’. 

 

DT: Structures: Pavilions  

Pupils explore pavilion structures, learning about 

what they are used for and investigating how to 

create strong and stable structures before also 

designing and creating their own pavilions, com-



           YEAR 4 DISCOVER—HISTORY AUTUMN 2  ANGLO-SAXONS AND SCOTS 

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE 
  

NEW KNOWLEDGE 

Previously in Year 1: 

• I learned to explore the past through the 

stories of other people and II started to 

understand the concept of migration.  

Previously in Year 3: 

• I explored the concept of prehistory and 

learned about the Stone, Bronze and Iron 

ages, the key characteristics of each age 

and how the discovery of bronze and iron 

impacted on British Society.  

  •  

FUTURE KNOWLEDGE  
  NEW GEOGRAPHY SKILLS 

Later in Year 4  

• I will learn about the Vikings and how they 

raided, settled and developed kingdoms 

across Britain.  

In Year 5:  

• I will deepen my understanding of artefacts 

and empire and colonisation through the 

study of the Kingdom of Benin and the ex-

pansion of the British Empire.  

  •  



           YEAR 4 SCIENCE AUTUMN 2 Chemistry: Rock Cycle  

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE   NEW KNOWLEDGE 

In Year 3, I learned about: 

• Raw and synthetic materials — 

Explain what a raw material is.  

• Prehistoric Britain —How do we 

know about life in the Stone Age?  

• Mountains, Volcanoes and Earth-

quakes—What is the earth made 

of?  

  •  

FUTURE KNOWLEDGE 
   

Later in Year 4, I will learn about: 

• Space—I will explain the difference be-

tween comets. meteors and meteorites. 
Describe the difference between the in-

ner and outer planets. Identify which 

planets are inner rocky planets and 

which planets are outer gas giants.  

   


